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S.E.I., Fijis, Betas Tie For "A" Title

Excitement was rampant this past weekend as the intramural football round-robin playoffs ended. In Division A, a three-way tie for the title resulted when a powerful team from Beta Theta Pi edged the previously undefeated Sigma Alpha Epsilon squad, and Phi Gamma Delta defeated Delta Tau Delta. The agglomeration of hometown fumes for the crown are SAE, the Betas and the Fijis, with records of two victories and one loss in the playoffs. Provided the weather in good, the championship will be decided the first weekend after Thanksgiving.

1:19 Club and Baker House won "C" and Phi Delta Delta respectively on Saturday afternoon the right to meet each other Sunday for the Division laurels, which go to the Commuters.

Betas 20 -- S.E.I. 19

Last week Oklahoma, this week Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and in the long run, probably a few other intercollegiate football teams, fraternal competition is helping to keep the high-flying S.E.I. up in the air high flying S.E.I. up in the air. Last Saturday's playoff with the Betas resulted in a 7-6 win for the former, putting Sigma Alpha Epsilon into the Division A title contest this Sunday afternoon.

Fijis 6 -- Delta 0

Debaterly protecting a one touchdown lead over the entire series, Phi Gamma Delta held on to down Delta Tau Delta 6-0, Sunday afternoon. The Victory granted them a tie for the Division A crown.

Williamson Scores

The contest's lone score occurred midway through the opening stanza when William Emery, Phi Gamma Delta fullback, intercepted a pass, returned it 60 yards and into Delta's end zone for a touchdown. The visitors were unable to add the point after, and the count stood Delta 20, S.E.I. 19. Following a victory, the Betas rooted on their team to stop the opposition, and their defense rose to the occasion, giving them the victory.